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Software-De ned Networking
Your program goes here!
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Network Updates
How to transition from one
network-wide con guration
to another?
It requires stepping through
multiple intermediate
con gurations in general…
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fi

…hard to guarantee that
important network-wide
properties will be preserved

Example: Data Center
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Update: upd T1; upd A1; upd C2; upd A3
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Problem: naive update creates a blackhole!
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Problem: naive update leads to access control violation!

Is This Really a Problem?

At 12:47 AM PDT on April 21st, a network change was
performed as part of our normal scaling activities...
During the change, one of the steps is to shift traffic
off of one of the redundant routers...
The traffic shift was executed incorrectly and the
traffic was routed onto the lower capacity redundant
network.
This led to a “re-mirroring storm”...
During this re-mirroring storm, the volume of
connection attempts was extremely high and nodes
began to fail, resulting in more volumes left needing to
re-mirror. This added more requests to the remirroring storm...
The trigger for this event was a network
configuration change.

Per-Packet Consistent Updates
Guarantee: every packet (or ow)
in the network “sees” a single
policy version
Two-Phase Update:
Limitations:
• Tag con gurations
with versions

Doubles
peak
memory usage
• Install new •con
guration
in core
Updates
areatslow
• Install new •con
guration
edgeto implement
• Wait for in- ight packets to exit
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• Delete old con gurations

Per-Packet Consistent Updates
Theorem [SIGCOMM ’12]: a
network update is per-packet
consistent if and only if it
preserves all safety properties.

Questions:
• Can we implement a per-packet consistent update
by simply updating switches in the right order?
• If not, can we relax the requirements in a
reasonable way to obtain efficient updates?

Example: Data Center
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Update: upd T1; upd C2; upd A3; upd A1 ✔

Naive Update
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Update: upd A2; upd A4; upd T1; upd C1 ✗
• Update: upd A2; upd A4; upd C1; upd T1 ✗
• There is no update that ensures per-packet consistency
•

Relaxing Per-Packet Consistency
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Idea: all packets eventually delivered via A1 or A4
•
•

Update: upd A2; upd A4; upd T1; upd C1 ✗
Update: upd A2; upd A4; upd C1; upd T1 ✔
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E cient Synthesis of
Network Updates

Synthesis for Networks
•Programs are large, but simple and
highly structured—e.g., loop free!
•The desired behavior of the network is
often clear (at least at an intuitive level)

ffi

•Most di cult aspects of network
programming stem from limited
resources and inherent concurrency

How to Specify Properties?
Reachability: every packet that starts at si reaches di
LTL: ∧i (si →F di)
Waypointing: all packets traverse w before exiting
LTL: ¬g U w2 ∧ F g
Chaining: all packets traverse w1 and w2 before exiting
LTL: ¬g U w1 ∧ ¬w1 U w2 ∧ F g

Network Update Synthesis
Initial and Final
Con gurations

LTL
Speci cation

Update
Synthesizer
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Update
Program

Update at
most once

Synthesis Algorithm
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LTL
Old and New
Speci cation Con gurations

Synthesis Algorithm
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Depth-First Search:
• Attempt to update the
switches one-by-one
Twowhenever
main ideas:
a bad
• Backtrack
configuration
reached
• Learn isfrom
counter-examples to
aggressively
prune
the
search
space
Challenges:
Use anisincremental
model checker
huge
• Search• space
• Checking a configuration
means solving an LTL
model checking problem
(PSPACE-complete)!
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and access control violations. This paper presents an approach for
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automatically synthesizing
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a sequence of intermediate configurations to reach the intended fispecified properties. We formalize network updates as a distributed
nal) configuration. The code needed to implement this transition is
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DFSa synthesis
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search
and
incremental
model
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We describe a prototype implementation, and present results from
the initial and final configurations.
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', and
labeling
.
experiments on real-world
topologies
and properties
demonstrating
Problems related to network updates are not unique to SDN.
that our tool scales to updates involving over one-thousand nodes.
Traditional distributed routing protocols also suffer from anomalies
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making futur
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) snapshots to ensure connectivity, butout invoking
only applies to the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [16].
Network Management
It might seem that SDN would exacerbate update-related prob-Section 2 and
11: V
V _ makeFormula(N )
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lems by making networks even more dynamic—in particular, most
updates, software-defined
networking,
12: if ¬ok
then SDN
current platforms lack mechanisms for implementing updates in amediate confi
graceful way. However, SDN offers opportunities to develop high13:
W
W _ makeFormula(cex)
1. Introduction
level abstractions for implementing updates automatically whiledropped at C
14:
return
(false,
[
])
preserving key invariants. The authors of B4—the controller manSoftware-defined networking (SDN) is a new paradigm in which
aging Google’s world-wide inter-datacenter network—describe abe satisfied. T
a logically-centralized
controller
manages
a return
collection (true,
of pro- [s])
15:
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=
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f
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grammable switches. The controller responds to events such as
0traffic
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Previous work proposed the notion of a consistent update [33],tice, many co
hosts, by pushing forwarding rules to the switches, which process
that every
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L) hardware.
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packets efficiently
specialized
Because
theRDER
con- (Nwhich
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troller has global visibility and full control over the entire network,
0
18:

if ok then return (true, (upd Consistency
s ) :: wait
:: L) guarantee preserving all safety properis a powerful

SDN makes it possible to implement a wide variety of network
applications ranging
from basic (false,
routing to traffic
19: return
[ ]) engineering, datacenter virtualization, fine-grained access control, etc. [6]. SDN has

ties, but it is expensive. The only general consistent update mechanism is two-phase update, which tags packets with versions and
maintains rules for the initial/final configurations simultaneously.
This leads to problems on switches with limited memory and can
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4.

Update Synthesis Algorithm

This section presents a synthesis algorithm that searches through
the space of possible solutions, using counterexamples to detect
wrong configurations and exploiting several optimizations.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2737924.2737980

4.1

Algorithm Description

307

O RDERU PDATE (Figure 4) returns a simple sequence of updates
(one in which each switch appears at most once), or fails if no such
sequence exists. Note that we could broaden our simple definition,
e.g. k-simple, where each switch appears at most k times, but we
have found the above restriction to work well in practice. The core
procedure is DFS FORO RDER, which manages the search and in-
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•Networks with loop-free con gurations can be molded
using DAG-like Kripke structures
•Given a change, can re-label nodes incrementally with
a variant of classic Vardi-Wolper model checking
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Limitation of Synthesis
For some scenarios there is no correct ordering we can
use, assuming at most once updates
Example: "double diamond"

[DISC '16]

Our implementation reverts to a two-phase update...

Evaluation
Questions:
• Scalability of approach:
‣ Topology
‣ Complexity of specifications
‣ Total space explored
• Impact of optimizations:
‣ Pruning search space
‣ Incremental model checking

Small-world

Fattree

Topology Zoo

Methodology:
• Real-world topologies (Small World, FatTrees, TopoZoo)
• Synthetic configurations (e.g., shortest-path forwarding)
• Standard properties (reachability, waypointing, etc.)
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